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The summary reports are available in 13 languages as creative commons
There are better solutions than ever-more privatisation, ever-more austerity and ever-lower expectations.
(Re)municipalisation is a key strategy for energy transition, local economy and sustainability.
Bringing services back in-house is ultimately cheaper for local authorities.
S'ESCRIU AIGUA, ES LLEGEIX DEMOCRÀCIA
(Re)municipalisation provides opportunities for new, diversified, democratic public ownership.
- Further global mapping on remunicipalisation (New cases 2017-18, global south, USA)
  Collaboration with trade unions
- Qualitative analysis
  Collaboration with universities (Glasgow)
  PSI’s survey on impact of remunicipalisation for workers.

What are outcomes of Remunicipalisation
  services, investment, participatory governance, social and environmental policies, human rights, technology

- How democratic public ownership looks like
- Challenge PPPs locally and globally
  (Lagos, Jakarta, Colombia, Spain, Greece, Brazil, Japan, India elsewhere)